
Dr. Gary aguilar 
909 hyde St., 6.530 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

1/4/95 

Dear Gary, 

Thanks for your yesterday's good wishes. 

I know etim where the CIA/mafia plot records you want are but I cannot recall 

where I have these on the sendin;  of the tape to Dallas. °n that if he can 	it 

and if 11.,; has thL time Jim Loser has a copy of the Dj appeal I filed on the withholding 

of the contents of the paraphhase and of the text. 

You can be easily, misled about Mexico City. If you believe  what Newman wrote 

you have been. 

For tho most part the BIA people there were crazy and along with then 

ambassador on Ilann came close to starting World War III with their political insanities. 

If sou want  to talk abouL that I'll  take the time. If you intend any writing 

ao,L-41 1.  sugge:it that i4o tali.: you tape it because there is such information and misin-

formation along with great incompleteness. 

But believe me, Castro did not use Duran'e_leX to either keep Lechuga in line 

or on Oswald and was not through that, an Newman says several times, "implicated" in 

the JFK assassination. 

Oa thitl  IlarkItiobling's Wedge is also totally undependable. I've written about 

it at some lenL;th. 

A bit more on Uewman before I return to work. Be was here once. invited him. 

I  told hiss the correct number the Comtlisf.don had been (3.iven about Oswald, not that 

S172 or 179 that gudkidnn made up. I told him Aare he could find it because my copy 

had  been stolen for 'Afton, Be phoned no the first working day in some excitement. "e 

had gotten easily wheat 1  referred him to. It is not in his book. That number is 

110669.  I  showed him the proof that Oswald had crypto clAance and was about to copy it 

elibr hill when he told me not to bother, he'd get his own copy. That also  is not in his 

book. Whether or riot 110669 is a CIA number, it is the CIA's hind of numbering. 

Best, 


